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Winning Rosettes based in Shropshire, UK have years of accumulated experience within this niche
field of producing hand made rosettes. We can offer the most comprehensive range of handmade
rosettes in various fabrics and patterns suitable for any major event and equally sit just as well for
smaller more personal occasions.

We are extremely proud of our great reputation which we believe comes largely from our innovative
attitude and ability to think outside of the box, this coupled with fact that our customer service is
second to none makes for a wining formula.

Our rosettes are all very competitively priced with tags as low as 55pence per unit. We have a large
range of stock working and motifs from best in class to winner and runner up as well as pictures of
horses, dogs etc. These rosettes are always in stock and can be delivered within 3 working days or
for last minute emergencies we have a next day delivery service.

Our client list is vast and impressive and includes rosettes for glamorous campaigns such as Agent
Provocateur and Moschino as well as prestigious equestrian events through out the country, just as
important are our smaller more individual orders of personalised rosettes for private special events
such as birthday parties and hen nights.

Our personalised rosettes service is unique and we make them specific to any special event, they
also make a great advertising tool when promoting a company or a special offer. For the ultimate
personalised rosettes we can recreate your company logo on them. All you have to do is upload a
high resolution image and we will take care of the rest.

Peruse our website for ideas and inspiration or for further advise on specific projects call the experts
on 01743 821 331.
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 - About Author:
a Rosettes can provide a great addition to any competition or show and at winningrosettes.co.uk we
can provide a Personalised rosettes at competitive prices. Visit us today for more information!
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